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Introduction

Let G be a finite group of odd order . It is well-

known that ifa is an involutory automorphism of

G, then the properties ofCG(a) have strong impact

over the structure ofG.

It was shown by Shumyatsky [2] that ifG is a

finite group of derived lengthk and if G admits a

fixed-point-free action of the elementary group of

order2n, thenG has a normal series of lengthn all

of whose quotients are nilpotent of class bounded

in terms ofk andn only. Recently a shorter proof

of this result was obtained in Shumyatsky and Sica

[3].

We consider the situation when the elemen-

tary groupA of order2n acts on a groupG of odd

order in such way thatCG(A) has exponentm. Our

main result is the following theorem

Theorem 1Let G be a finite group of odd order

and of derived lengthk. Let A be the elementary

group of order2n acting onG in such way that

CG(A) has exponentm. ThenG has a normal se-

ries

G = G1 ≥ T1 ≥ G2 ≥ T2 ≥ ... ≥ Gn ≥ Tn = 1

such that the quotientsGi/Ti are nilpotent of

{k,m, n}-bounded class and the quotientsTi/Gi+1

have{k,m, n}-bounded exponent.

The proof of the above theorem is based on the

same techniques as [2] and [3].

Preliminaries

The following three lemmas are well-known (see

for example [4, 6.2.2,6.2.4,10.4.1]).

Lemma 2Let G be a group andN a normal sub-

group ofG such thatN = n andG/N has expo-

nentd. Then the exponent ofG is less or iqual than

n · d.

Lemma 3Let G be a finite group admitting a co-

prime finite group of automorphismsA. Then we

have

a)CG/N(A) = CG(A)N/N for anyA-invariant nor-

mal subgroupN of G;

b)G = CG(A)[G, A];

c) [G, A] = [G, A, A];

d)If G is abelian thenG = CG(A)⊕ [G, A].
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Lemma 4Let G be a finite group of odd order ad-

mitting an automorphisma of order 2 such that

G = [G, a]. Suppose thatN be ana-invariant nor-

mal subgroup ofG such thatCN(a) = 1. Then

N ≤ Z(G).

Some Results

We are now ready to formulate the key theo-

rem. At first we formulate the Theorem 6 under the

hypothesisG being metabelian. It will be done in

the next lemma.

Lemma 5Let G be a metabelian finite group of

odd order admitting an automorphisma of order

2 such thatCG(a) has exponentm andG = [G, a].

ThenG′ has exponentm.

Proof. By the hypothesisG = [G, a] it follows

that CG(a) ⊆ G′. Let N be the normal closure

of CG(a) in G. SinceG′ is abelian we conclude

that N has exponentm. By the other handG/N

is abelian becausea acts onG/N fixed-point-free.

ThenG′ = N . �

Theorem 6Let G be a finite group of odd order

and of derived lengthk, admitting an automor-

phisma of order 2 such thatCG(a) has exponent

m andG = [G, a]. ThenG′ has{m, k}-bounded

exponent.

Proof. We notice that fork ≤ 2 the result follows

by the Proposition 5. So we assume thatk ≥ 3 and

use induction onk. By induction we conclude that

G/G(k−1) has{m, k}-bounded exponent.

So it is suficient to show thatG(k−1) has{m, k}-
bounded exponent. ConsiderG/

〈
CG(k−1)(a)G

〉
.

Without loss of generality we suppose that

CG(k−1)(a) = 1, so G(k−1) ≤ Z(G). ThenG(k−2)

is nilpotent with class2. SinceG(k−2) ≤ G′ it

follows by induction hypothesis thatG(k−2)/G(k−1)

has{m, k}-bounded exponent. By [5, Theorem

2.5.2] it follows thatG(k−2) has{m, k}-bounded

exponent. Then also hasG(k−1). �

Theorem 7Let c, d, q be positive integers. Sup-

pose thatG is a soluble group with derived length

d. Assume that for anyi the metabelian quotient

G(i)/G(i+2) is an extention of a group of finite expo-

nentq by a nilpotent group of classc. Then there

exist{c, d, q}-bounded numbersf andg such that

G is an extension of a group of finite exponentg by

a nilpotent group of classf .

A well-known theorem of Hall [6] says that:

if G is a soluble group of derived lengthk, and all

metabelian sections ofG are nilpotents of class at

most c, then G is nilpotent with{k, c}-bounded

nilpotency class. We use the related result above

in the proof of the next proposition.

Proposition 8Let G be a finite group of odd or-

der and with derived lengthk, admitting an ele-

mentary abelian group of automorphismsA of or-

der 2n such thatCG(A) has exponentm. Then

N =
⋂

a∈A#

[G, a] is an extension of a group of

{k,m, n}-bounded exponent by a nilpotent group

of {k,m, n}-bounded class.

Sketch of Proof of the
Theorem 1

We use induction onn. For n = 1 the Propo-

sition 6 guarantes thatG′ has{m, k}-bounded ex-

ponent, and the result follows.

Suppose thatn ≥ 2 and the result is true for

any group admitting an elementary abelian group

of automorphisms of order less or iqual2n−1. For

any normalA-invariant subgroupT of G the group

A induces a group of automorphisms ofG/T . In

particularA induces a group of automorphisms of

G/[G, a] for eacha ∈ A#.

Let B be the elementary group of order2n−1.

So, for each elementa ∈ A# exists the corre-

sponding action ofB on G/[G, a]. Let K =∏
a∈A#

G/[G, a]. We have an action ofB on K. By

the induction hypothesisK has a series of length

2(n − 1) with the required conditions. LetN =⋂
a∈A#

[G, a].

Proposition 8 tell us thatN is an extension of

a group of{k,m, n}-bounded exponent by a nilpo-

tent group of{k,m, n}-bounded class. SinceG/N

embeds inK the result follows.
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